In this work we report new approach and best practices for curation of chemical reactions data applied to particular case of bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (S$_{N}$2) reactions. Some 8000 raw entities of S$_{N}$2 reactions was collected from the literature [1], including information about reaction rate (log k), temperature and solvent. For the curation of the dataset, the Condensed Graph of Reaction (CGR) approach [2] was used. The latter allows to encode all reactants and products in one sole molecular graph described by both conventional bonds (single, double, etc.) and dynamic bonds (single-to-double, broken single, created double, etc.) characterizing chemical transformations. In turn, this graph can be encoded by “CGR signature” which represent linear string describing the entire reaction or reaction center only. In such a way one can easily compare graphs, without using time-consuming graph embedding approach. This feature helps to group similar reactions. Reaction signatures could be used for identification of wrong atom-to-atom mapping.

Predictive model for log k has been built using Support Vector Regression and involved both ISIDA fragment descriptors [3] and physico-chemical parameters describing experimental conditions [4, 5]. Only structurally unique reactions were selected in the modeling set. The model displayed a reasonable performance in 5 fold cross validation: R$^2$=0.75 and RMSE=0.61 log k units. The latter is similar to intra-laboratory experimental error estimated as 0.5 log k units. External validation on a dataset of 93 reactions extracted from recent publications lead to reasonable statistics: RMSE=0.8 and R$^2$=0.64.
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